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Interprise API - Add Powerful B2B Features to your eCommerce web site 

If you would like to implement some B2B features in your web site then this should be 

straight forward to do.  

We have many end points in the main end points list but to simplify this we have specifically 

created a B2B section for you to get this information live.  
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Your web developer will need to create some forms to display this data. See below:  

Customer Logged In Menu Options : 

When a user’s customer is logged into their account they can be presented with some or all 

of the following options live from Interprise like the image below:  

Orders 

A customer can see their outstanding and historical 

orders with the ability to open any order detail and 

put it into the cart.  

Quotes 

A customer can see their outstanding Quotes in a list 

format with the ability to open any quote detail and 

put into the cart.  

SO History – Frequently Ordered 

Sales Order History is a list of Items this customer 

usually orders. Should have option to easy Reorder 

or Add to Cart button.  

Transactions 

A customer can see their list of Invoices and Credits 

with the ability to open any to see the detail.  

Cases 

A customer can see their list of outstanding and 

historical cases with the ability to open any case 

detail. A customer can also log a new case.  

RMAs - Returns 

A customer can see their list of Returns outstanding 

and historical with the ability to open any RMA detail.  

Account Statement  

A customer can see their list of all the transactions 

that are outstanding with aging.  

 

Other Features 

Sell Price 

The sell price could be updated from a price list or retail or wholesale. If you wanted to 

present a logged in customer with their price (same logic as entering  sales order or quote in 

Interprise) then this is possible but it means your web developer will need to get the prices 

live for the product(s) being displayed using the end point.  

Addresses 

Bill to and ship to addresses could be updated from Interprise if required.   
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The B2B section of the API gives a web developer the exact End Points to provide the B2B 

features in your web shop. This should make it easy for them to do.  

We have summarised these below : 

Sales Orders 

 

The above shows the end points to get an outstanding sales order list, a historical sales 

order list and if a user wants to open a sales order the detail. All a web developer has to do 

is pass the customer account code.  

The below screen shots show the outstanding sales order list and the Detail of one of those 

sales orders: 
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Quotes

 
 

The above are the end points you would use to get a list of outstanding quotes and if 

required display the detail as the screen shots below: 
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SO History – Frequently Ordered  

 

The above is the end point that would be used to get the frequently ordered items for this 

customer live as the screen shot below: 
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Transactions 

 

The above are the end points you would use to get a list of outstanding invoices and credits 

and if required display the detail as the screen shots below: 
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CRM/Cases

 

The above are the end points you would use to get a list of outstanding and historical cases 

and if required allow the user to create a case.  
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RMA / Returns

 

The above are the end points you would use to get a list of outstanding and historical RMAs 

/ Returns and if required display the detail as the screen shots below: 
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Statement of Account  

 

The above are the end points you would use to get a statement of account and the aging by 

document date, due date or calendar month whichever is the users preference as the screen 

shot below: 
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Sell Price - Pricing 

 

The sell price could be updated from a price list or retail or wholesale.  

If you wanted to present a logged in customer with their price (same logic as entering  sales 

order or quote in Interprise) then this is possible but it means your web developer will need 

to get the prices live for the product(s) being displayed using the end point.  

You can request multiple items for a logged in customer like you would if displaying a 

category list on the web site. You may decide to just display the RRP or Wholesale price on 

category item lists.  

You can also request a specific price for a qty and UM. The output includes any qty break 

information so this could be displayed on the web page.  

 


